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About This Game

Find a key...
Open the door.

TRY DON'T DIE!

Logic arcade
Zombie horror survival

Black and white 8-bit style graphics and sound
Simple and addictive gameplay
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Title: DON'T DIE!
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Dudarev Alexandr Vladimirovich
Publisher:
Deklazon
Release Date: 21 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 or newer

Processor: An Intel Pentium 4 processor or later that's SSE2 capable

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with latest drivers

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Not ready for prime time -- game is has trouble starting (simply doesn't from desktop icon), and even more trouble shutting
down (have to force close it by shutting down steam).

Add to this that it was quite apparently designed for mobile, but is only for PC -- so the controls are wonky, meant for touch but
hacked into mouse.

There is no reason to buy or play this game in the current state, sorry.
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